In this paper, we propose a speech rate estimation approach using a convolutional dense neural network (CDNN). The CDNN based approach uses the acoustic and articulatory features for speech rate estimation. The Mel Frequency Cepstral Coefficients (MFCCs) are used as acoustic features and the articulograms representing time-varying vocal tract profile are used as articulatory features. The articulogram is computed from a real-time magnetic resonance imaging (rtMRI) video in the midsagittal plane of a subject while speaking. However, in practice, the articulogram features are not directly available, unlike acoustic features from speech recording. Thus, we use an Acoustic-to-Articulatory Inversion method using a bidirectional long-short-term memory network which estimates the articulogram features from the acoustics. The proposed CDNN based approach using estimated articulatory features requires both acoustic and articulatory features during training but it requires only acoustic data during testing. Experiments are conducted using rtMRI videos from four subjects each speaking 460 sentences. The Pearson correlation coefficient is used to evaluate the speech rate estimation. It is found that the CDNN based approach gives a better correlation coefficient than the temporal and selected sub-band correlation (TCSSBC) based baseline scheme by 81.58% and 73.68% (relative) in seen and unseen subject conditions respectively.
Introduction
Speech rate estimation is very important for speech understanding and speech recognition. For example, Morgan et al. used the speech rate to improve the robustness of the Automatic Speech Recognition (ASR) system as it gets adversely affected by the variations in speech rate [1] . Speech rate has also been used in the analysis of second language learners' fluency [2] . The speech rate variation helps in speech understanding by providing context information. Honig et al. used speech rate estimation for the appraisal of non-nativeness [3] . In [4] , the authors studied the impact of the speech rate on the acoustic correlation of speech rhythm. For speaker recognition, Joseph et al. used speech rate as a distinctive characteristic between speakers [5] . Yannis et al. used the speech rate as one of the suprasegmental properties for speech modification [6] . In the emotion recognition system, speech rate variability is observed as one of the acoustic properties to distinguish between different emotions [7] . In speech therapy applications, speech rate was used to analyse the efficiency of the articulatory movements over time in dysarthric patients [8, 9] . Thus, the speech rate esti-mation is crucial in many speech related applications.
Speech rate is defined as the number of speech units per second in a given speech recording. In this paper, we have considered syllables as speech units similar to most of the research works [1, 10, 11] . Several works in the past have dealt with the problem of speech rate estimation. Most of these are Hidden Markov Model (HMM)-based and acoustic feature-based methods. For example, the approaches presented in [2, 3, 12, 13] use HMMs for accurate speech rate estimation. The HMM-based methods use an ASR system to obtain the syllable boundaries which are used to compute the speech rate. But the HMM-ASR based methods are not robust to noise and they need a reference transcription which is not typically available for spontaneous speech [11] . Thus, in such cases, the speech rate is estimated using only the acoustic features of speech data.
The approaches presented in [14] [15] [16] [17] [18] [19] use the acoustic features for accurate speech rate estimation. Zhang et al. [14] detected the syllable nuclei in a Hilbert envelope based contour using a rhythm guided peak counting method. In [15] , syllable nuclei are located by identifying the prominent peaks in a smoothed loudness contour. In a similar way, an intensitybased envelope with simple peak counting using voicing decisions was proposed to estimate the speech rate [16] . A Gaussian mixture model-based method was proposed for classification of speech rate into slow, medium and fast classes and these class probabilities were used to determine the speech rate [17] . Jiao et al. [18] proposed a convex weighting criterion for spontaneous speech rate estimation avoiding heuristic peak detection strategy. Wang et al. proposed approaches [11, 19] using temporal and selected sub-band correlation-based feature contour (TCSSBC) which also includes a peak detection strategy involving smoothing and thresholding operations. In [19] , the robustness of the TCSSBC approach was improved using the techniques such as false envelope peak filtering, neighbouring syllable smearing prevention, pseudo peak rejection, and parameter sensitivity analysis. Dekens et al. [20] presented a comparative study of the different speech rate estimation methods. This study found that the TCSSBC method performs better than other methods. Hence, the TCSSBC method [19] is used as the baseline approach in this work. The TCSSBC approach predicts the speech rate based on the number of peaks in the sub-band correlation contour. However, for noisy speech data, the peaks in sub-band correlation contour may not correspond to the syllable nuclei. Hence, the TCSSBC approach fails to give a robust speech rate estimation for noisy speech data. In the case of noisy speech data, we hypothesize that the articulatory features, either original or estimated from speech acoustics, could help in better estimation of the speech rate. This is because the characteristics of motion of the articulators such as tongue, jaw, velum, upper lip, and lower lip significantly vary with the changes in the speech rate [21] [22] [23] [24] . In this paper, we propose a robust approach for the speech rate estimation using a Convolutional Dense Neural Network (CDNN) which uses the acoustic and articulatory features. In addition to this, the proposed approach predicts the speech rate using the articulatory features estimated from speech acoustics. To investigate the proposed CDNN based method, we need a database which contains both audio and articulatory motion data of a subject while speaking. Hence, in our work, we consider the USC-TIMIT corpus [25] which consists of audio and real-time magnetic resonance imaging (rtMRI) video in the midsagittal plane of multiple speakers while uttering a sentence. The speech data from this database is very noisy (due to the scanner noise of rtMRI) which is challenging for most of the speech rate estimation approaches. In our work, articulograms [26] are used as articulatory features. The articulogram is defined as the sequence of vocal tract tube profile (VTTP) estimated from the rtMRI video. And from the corresponding speech recording, Mel Frequency Cepstral Coefficients (MFCCs) are obtained. In addition to the articulogram features from rtMRI video, we also experiment with estimated articulatory features as, in practice, articulatory features may not be directly available, unlike speech recording. We use an Acoustic-to-Articulatory Inversion (AAI) method [27, 28] which estimates the articulogram features from the speech data. The CDNN based approaches using MFCC (CDNN mfcc ) and articulogram features (CDNNarti) are found to perform better than the baseline TCSSBC method. The CDNN based approach using the estimated articulogram features (CDNNearti) from AAI performs better than the CDNN mfcc , CDNNarti and TCSSBC approaches. The CDNNearti based approach requires both the articulatory and acoustic features while training but it requires only the acoustic data for testing.
Dataset
In this paper, USC-TIMIT [25] corpus is used. The USC-TIMIT database contains rtMRI videos of the upper airway in the mid-sagittal plane. The database consists of the rtMRI videos of five female and five male subjects speaking 460 sentences from MOCHA-TIMIT database [29] . The rtMRI video is recorded at 23.18 frames/sec and the corresponding audio is recorded at 20kHz sampling frequency. Each rtMRI video frame has a spatial resolution of 68 × 68 pixels (with a pixel dimension of 2.9mm × 2.9mm). For our work, a total of 4 subjects, comprising two female (F1, F2) and two male (M1, M2) are used for experimentation. The rtMRI videos for a total of 456, 460, 460, 460 sentences are available for F1, F2, M1, M2 subjects respectively. Figure 2 illustrates sample rtMRI frames of F1, F2, M1, and M2 subjects. It is clear that the vocal tract morphology changes across different subjects.
Methodology
The proposed approach of speech rate estimation consists of two primary steps: 1) Feature extraction and 2) CDNN-based speech rate estimation. These two steps are explained below.
Feature Extraction
Feature extraction plays an important role in speech rate estimation. The input features affect the overall performance of the model significantly. In our work, we use both acoustic and articulatory features which are explained below.
MFCC feature extraction
The MFCC features are obtained using the procedure described in [30] . For each sentence, the MFCC features are generated using a window length of 20 msec with a shift of 10 msec. For a given sentence, the MFCC feature representation has a dimension of N × 13 where N is the number of windows. The articulogram is a time-varying sequence of VTTP estimated from the rtMRI video. VTTP captures the vocal tract shape while a subject speaks. Thus, the articulogram represents the time-varying vocal tract shape during an utterance. The articulogram for a given rtMRI video is obtained following the steps described in [26] . Figure 3 illustrates the steps in the articulogram feature extraction method. Given an rtMRI video (corresponds to a sentence), consisting M number of frames, the obtained articulogram has a dimension of M × 30. For each frame, 30 values are considered, each of which is the Euclidean distance between a point on the upper vocal tract boundary and a point on the lower vocal tract boundary. The 30 distances are considered starting from the lips to the glottis. The upper and lower vocal tract boundary shapes (red and green curves in Figure 3 ) are obtained using the air-tissue boundary (ATB) segmentation technique proposed in [31] . The ATB segmentation approach uses a convolutional encoder-decoder network (Seg-Net).
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Estimated articulogram feature generation
An acoustic-to-articulatory inversion (AAI) method [27] is used to estimate the articulograms from the acoustic features. Figure  4 illustrates the steps followed in the AAI based articulogram feature extraction method. The AAI method proposed in [27] uses a BLSTM network to estimate different articulatory points from the MFCCs of a speech recording. In a similar way, the bidirectional long-short-term memory (BLSTM) network with 128 nodes is used to generate the articulogram from the MFCCs of a given speech data. To train the BLSTM network, the articulogram features are interpolated from 23.14 frame rate to 100 Hz sampling rate using linear interpolation to have one-to-one correspondence with the input MFCCs. The dimension of the input to the BLSTM network is K × 13 where K is the number of short-time windows. The output of the BLSTM network is a K × 30 dimensional articulogram. Figure 1(b) and (c) illustrate the interpolated and estimated articulogram feature representations respectively with K = 484 for the given speech waveform. 
CDNN-based speech rate estimation
The CDNN consists of two-dimensional convolutional, maxpooling, and dense layers. The two-dimensional convolutional filters extract the spatial and temporal characteristics from the given acoustic and articulatory features. Further, dense layers estimate the syllable rate using the convolutional layers' output.
The number of dense layers, nodes, and the convolutional layers (with their filters' depth and width) of the CDNN architecture are optimized based on the validation loss so that the optimized network yields better performance for the given input features. At every convolutional and dense layer, relu activation function is used. To avoid overfitting, dropout of 0.20 is used at every dense layer. The syllable rate estimation is treated as a regression problem; hence, mean squared error (MSE) loss is optimized to train the CDNNs. We also experiment using the correlation coefficient based loss function to train the CDNN network. However, no improvement in the speech rate estimation accuracy is found compared to the MSE loss based optimized network. Figure 5 illustrates the CDNN architecture. The CDNN consists of four convolutional layers and three dense layers to predict the speech rate. We estimate the speech rate for a fixed length of input by dividing the feature sequence into one-second duration chunks. The articulogram represents the vocal tract shape which varies significantly for different syllables. Thus, extracting the spatial and temporal characteristics of the articulogram features helps in better estimation of the speech rate. The CDNN based approach using the articulogram features is denoted as CDNNarti. The articulogram from the rtMRI video have a dimension of 24 × 30 while the interpolated and estimated articulogram has a dimension of 100×30 corresponding to every onesecond duration chunk. Thus, the CDNN architecture has different input layer dimensions depending on the type of the articulogram. The CDNN based approaches using the interpolated and estimated articulogram features are denoted as CDNNiarti and CDNNearti respectively. MFCCs capture the spectral energy distribution in a perceptually meaningful way. The convolutional filters extract the spectral and temporal characteristics of the MFCCs that are significant for speech rate estimation. For one-second duration of the speech recording, the input MFCC matrix has a dimension of 100×13. The CDNN based approach using the MFCC features is denoted as CDNN mfcc . 
Experimental Setup
In our work, experiments are performed in two conditions using both acoustic and articulatory features: 1) seen subject condition and 2) unseen subject condition. In both seen and unseen subject conditions, the CDNN-based models are trained for a maximum of 60 epochs by imposing early stopping criterion based on the validation loss. The seen and unseen subject experiments are explained below. Seen subject: In this experiment, all the CDNN based models are trained and tested using four-fold cross-validation. The total number of videos from each subject is divided into four sets where each set from F2, M1, M2 subjects contain 115 videos and each set from F1 subject contains 114 videos. Each fold comprises, a total of four sets considering one set from each subject. Likewise, four folds are created. From the four folds, two folds are used for training, one fold for validation and one fold for testing in a round robin fashion. For speech rate estimation, each video is used to create one-second long chunks with a shift of 0.5 second. Each fold, on average, consists of ∼4077, ∼2448, and ∼2272 train, validation and test chunks respectively. Unseen subject: In this experiment, four-fold cross-validation is used to train and test the CDNN. In each fold, three subjects correspond to train and validation and one subject corresponds to the test data. Likewise, the subjects are chosen in a round robin fashion for the four folds. In the train and validation data, the total number of videos in each subject is divided into four sets where each set from F2, M1, M2 subjects contain 115 videos and each set from F1 subject contains 114 videos. For training, three sets from the three subjects (total 9 sets) are considered. For validation, remaining one set from three subjects (total 3 sets) are considered. Each video is used to create one-second long chunks and with a shift of 0.5 second. Each fold, on average, consists of ∼4893, ∼1704, and ∼2199 train, validation and test chunks respectively. The BLSTM network in the AAI model is trained and tested using four-fold cross-validation. In each fold, three subjects are considered for training and one subject is considered for testing. And the network is trained for 30 epochs. Evaluation Metric: The performance of the proposed CDNN based approach is evaluated based on the Pearson correlation coefficient (ρ) between the ground truth syllable rate and the estimated syllable rate across all the test sentences. Table 1 and Table 2 show the average (Avg) ρ (± standard deviation (std)) values for TCSSBC and all the CDNN based methods in seen and unseen subject conditions respectively. From the results, it is observed that all the proposed CDNN based approaches perform better than the baseline TCSSBC approach. This improvement in performance is primarily because the CDNN based approaches are supervised unlike TCSSBC approach. The acoustic feature based method CDNN mfcc performs better than the articulatory feature based methods such as CDNNarti and CDNNiarti. Although we use the segnet model [31] for ATB prediction due to its best performance so far in the literature, the predicted upper and lower vocal tract boundaries are not as accurate as the ground truth ATBs. Thus in VTTP generation, the distance between the upper and lower vocal tract boundaries may not always be accurate enough to follow the vowel and consonant variation which could affect the final speech rate estimation. We assess the performance of AAI using correlation coefficient (CC) for each dimension of the VTTP from the original and estimated articulograms for every sentence. Figure 6 illustrates the average CC obtained across 460 sentences for all 30 dimensions of VTTP. It is observed that the correlation coefficients at the tongue region are high for all the subjects. When averaged across all 30 dimen- The CDNNearti performs better than all the other CDNN based approaches. Considering the Avg ρ value across all the subjects, the CDNNearti approach yields 81.58% and 73.68% improvement over the baseline TCSSBC approach for seen and unseen subject conditions respectively. In the AAI method, the BLSTM network is trained using MFCC features as input and corresponding articulogram features as output. Thus the estimated articulogram features can be treated as function of both acoustic and articulatory features. The CDNNearti based approach exploits the multimodal acoustic and articulogram features. Figure 1 shows the syllable nuclei on the interpolated articulogram, estimated articulogram and spectrogram of a sample utterance. It is observed that in the estimated articulogram, the distance between the upper and lower vocal tract boundary is increased in the anterior tongue region for the syllable nuclei (in the vowel region) compared to that in the original articulogram. The tongue movement is significantly affected by the vowels. This could be a reason why, the estimated articulogram performs better than the other methods. Hence, in noisy speech data condition, considering the articulatory features helps in a better speech rate estimation.
Results and Discussions
Comparing Table 1 and 2 results, it is observed that the CDNN based methods' results are not consistent across all the subjects in the unseen subject condition. This is due to having a limited number of subjects (four) which affects the generalizability of the network for a new test subject.
Conclusion
In this paper, a CDNN based approach using acoustic and articulatory features is proposed for speech rate estimation. The proposed approach gives significantly higher performance than the baseline TCSSBC approach in both seen and unseen subject conditions. In order to avoid the need for articulatory features directly from rtMRI video during test, inversion method is used to estimate articulatory features from acoustics. We found that the articulatory features estimated from speech acoustics perform better than acoustic and articulatory features separately. As a part of the future work, 1) we plan to extend our work by implementing an end-to-end model which extracts the articulatory features from the speech data and estimates the speech rate using acoustic and estimated articulatory features. 2) We use more number of speakers in training so that the model can have more generalizability to unseen test speakers. 3) We experiment with different noisy conditions to obtain a robust speech rate estimation model.
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